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2ABSTRACT
In the early seventies, a tea, of researchers at
the University of Pittsburgh have compiled a list of verbs to
describe, the cognitive tasks in learning. Following their
work, the researcher of this paper made an attempt to adopt
the cognitive verb list to analyze the required cognitive tasks
of the Chemistry conventional question papers of the Hong Kong
Certificate of Education Examination.
This research showed that the levels of cognitive
tasks in the five years examination question were papers mostly.
under level 5, with overwhelming majority in levels 1 to 3.
The tendency is expected to continue in the
subsequent examinations. The reason being that more and more
students of average and below average ability are going to be
educated up to Form Five level and that the Hong Kong Certificate
of Education Examination does not primarily aims at the selection
of the best.
A content-wise analysis is then done to find out
the distribution of various cognitive skills into different
subject areas examined, This serves as a giodeline in future
construction of examination quextions with reference to cognisive
tasks requirement.
The researcher found that most of the objcetives
stated in the syllabus of the Curriculum Development Committee
have beeen triad out. Hevertheless, higher level cognitive
objectives again were seldom most of the objectives covered
belong to the 'lower' levels like recalling information and
iterating a procedure,
It was also found that the amount of cognitive
tasks of different levels required in the past Hong Kong
Certificate of Education Examination fluctuates from year to
year. Perhaps the examiners have no predefined criterion to
guide them to set questions to test the cognitive skills.
What they emphasized is the syllabus coverage. Another possible
cause is the frequent changes of examiners as they often differ




(1) Curriculum Development and Evaluation
The late fifties onward represents a period of
drastic changes in curriculum and instructional design. While
new ideas and innovation have been-poured into this field much
research have teen carried out in areas such as educational
taxonomy of objectives, instructional sequence, teaching
strategies and evaluation. Many curriculum theorists such as
Tyler, baba and Kerr agree that the first constructive step in
designing a curriculum is to identify its basic elements.
Kerr (1968) included four elements in his model.





In America, Ralph Tyler's (1949) four questions
have been particularly influential in connection wiht the
principles of curriculum planning and instruction. They are:
What edutcationtal purpose should the school
seekto attain?
2(ii) How can learning experiences be selected
which are likely to be useful in attaining
these objectives ?
(iii) How can learning experiences be organized
for effective instruction ?
(iv) How can the effectiveness of learning be
evaluated ?
Whereas Taba (1962) has suggested the following
steps in curriculum planning..
(i) Diagnosis of needs
(ii) Formulation of objectives
(iii) Selection of content
(iv) Organization of content
(v) Selection of learning experiences
(vi) Organization off learning experiences
(vii) Determination of what to evaluate and the ways
and means of doing it.
Other educationalists and researchers including
Glaser (1965), Musgrove (1968), Hirst (1969), Beeby (1970),
Grobman (1970), Nicholls (1972), Tanner (1975) , Stenhouse (1976)
approached the problem with different philosophies and models.
However they all stressed the neea of setting clear edaeational
objectives and subsequent evaluation of these objectives. Hence
later refinement and, modification for instructional programs
can be made.
Two kinds of eftucal objectives been
distingished by Taba (1962),(i) objectives associated with a
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particular subject course or topic which forms the major part
of what are known as instructional objectives and (ii) object-
ives which run across subject ----- school wide objectives e.g.
the development of critical thinking.
Concerning instructional objectives, Tyler (1949)
has stressed the need of stating them in a clear and precise
manner, preferably in behavioral terms. In fact, it is now
widely accepted that curriculum workers should state their aims
clearly in behavioral terms, and in relation to ccntent.
(Engman, 1968)
The publication in 1956 of A Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives by Benjamin Bloom and his associates indicated that
the classification of goals would. be a valuable tool in building
new curricula. Three types of objectives have been identified:-
(i) The Cognitive Domain: objectives dealing with knowledge and
thinking, i.e. intellectual skills and abilities. (ii) The
Affective Domain: objectives. dealing with attitude, interest
and value. (iii) The Psycho-motor Domain: objectives dealing
with manual and motor skills. The Affective Domain was treated
in detail with Bloom's second handbook (1964). In general,
it is the Cognitive domain which curriculum designers pey most
attention to in state of the recent call for more attention to
the often-neglected Atfective and sycho-motor objectives
by some researchers. (Kempa 1974, Tamir 1974,avi Hofstein, 1976,
Kozlow 1976)
4In Hong Kong, factual knowledge and lower cognitive
skills are the major concerns in instruction. Intellectual
skills and abilities are more emphasized in classroom teaching
and learning than interests and attitudes cultivation. Probably
the relative ease and stability of measuring educational outcome
in terms of intellectual skills.and abilities may be a reason
for this. That explains why evaluation in every other countries
aims at the cognitive sector of learning. Normally evaluation
is carried out through standardized test and written examination
(Hedges 1966, Hambleton.1977) although other means and techniques
such as questionnaires, oral examination, project making are
being used for assessment purpose in some practical and science
subjects. (Baker 1969, Shayer 19'10, Johnstone 1971, Tamir 1970,
1972, 1974(a), 1974(b), Swain 1975, Leece 1976, Quereshi 1974,
1977)
Evaluation is an information gathering process.
It can be used for analysis of teaching goals, of content or
subject matter and of methods of presentation. it can acquaint
the students with the objectives of the course and thus influence
their study habits, increase their understanding of subject mratte.
(Wittrock 1970, Welch l974).
In Hong Kong.exaluation often means written
examinations and tests. Examinations are of vital. importance
especially the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination
(HKCBB) which assesses the academic achievement of students
on completion of five years of secondary schooling, So
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important is its decisive effect upon future career and study
of students that it dominates what students should learn in
the classroom and how they learn it.
(2) Statement of Problem
As Chemistry teacher of senior forms for several
years, the researcher of this paper wishes to evaluate chemistry
education at the certificate level in Hong Kong by investigating
the cognitive tasks requirement of the examination questions.
He also wishes to see whether there is a trend of changes of
objectives in chemistry education through recent years.
(3) Related Literature
(A) Literature related to Learning Hierarchy and Tasks Analysis
Recent development in curriculum studies has
revealed the use of classifying objectives in a specific manner
so as t facilitate planning of learning experiences and
preparing devices.
Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives
in the cognitive domain has provided a starting point for much
research in the classification of learning tasks on the basis
of hierarchy of cognitive skills. Bloom's six levels:-
Tnowlecge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis and
Evaluation, have often been utilised in the classification of
questions in many research studies. Many educators have found
the taxonomy conducive to more precise communication. (Nadelsky,
1965,p.211)
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Bloom's taxonomy suffers from the drawback in that
it is oversimplified and not precise enough in some cases. For
instance, knowledge of facts, and knowledge of concepts and
principles are grouped together within level one. Obviously,
the learning of principles and concepts should be more
complicated* than the learning of facts.
In a review article by R. Glaser (1972), it was
pcinted out that the analysis of instructional tasks by either
rational or experimental means is a relatively new enterprise
and. comprises of a set of activities that appears to be an.
important part of instructional psychology.
Task analysis, is characterised by the description
of tasks in terms of the demand they place on such basic
psychological processes as attention, perception and. linguistic
processing.
One way of describing tasks is through the use of
a taxonomy of behaviour categories into which tasks can be sorted.
The need for a taxonomy was documented in the book edited by
Helton (1964) entitled Categories of Human Learning. In addition
to discussing the role of taxonomie in the development of a
science, Nelton pointed out that the need for tech .ology of
human learning has bighligjted the issuse snrrounding the
taxonomy of learniong process. Taxonomies have been a partioular
frature of attempts to apply the psychology of learning to
instructional prolem, Certain of these attempts grew out
of the requirements for technical training in the military.
(R.Glaser, l965)
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Taxonomies can be established (a) on the basis
of the different learning conditions required for different
classes of tasks, and/or (b) on the basis of inferred processes
which underlie the performance of the tasks.
A major effort in categorizing tasks according
to learning requirements has been made in Gagne's widely read
book, Conditions of Learning (1965). Gagne recognized
patterns of cognitive behaviour associated with different
types of learning. He suggested a learning hierarchy based
on increasing complexity of cognitive behaviour. The hierarchy
consists of eight levels: Signal Learning, Stimulus-Response
Learning, Chaining, Verbal Association, Discrimination Learning,
Concept Learning, Rule Learning and Problem Solving the simpler
types being the pre-requisite states for learning the more
complex types. For instance, the condition for chaining is that
the individual has previously learned stimulus response connect-
-ions.(Gagne, 1965(a), 1968(a), 1970(a))
According to Gagne (1961, 1962(a)), knowledge or
capabilities an individual possesses at any giver, stage in
the learning can be classified into a hierarchy of learning
sets pf capabilities. Learning ererarchies are best way
to descrbe the "structure of any topic, course or ciscip1irer
They describe the intellectua1 shills any individual need to
possess in order to perform intellactual operations with
that subjaet ---- to learn about it, to think about it, and
to Solve prblems in it.
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Students who have learned the designated
subordinate knowledge or capabilities as prerequisites
will be markedly facilitated in their learning of the
superordin_ate capability. A learning hierarchy then
identifies a set of intellectual skills that are ordered in
a manner indicating substantial. athbunt of positive transfer
from those skills of lower position to connected ones of
higher position. (Gagne, 1965(b), 1968(b), 1969, 1973)
Learning hierarchies can be taken as a potential tool for
instructional technology, particularly in connection with
the design of_instructional sequences. In fact, many
researchers have used Gagne's technique of writing learning
hierarchy to analyze difficult and complex concepts. (D.M. Gower,
1977, B.W. . Eustace, 1969) There are also many studies made
for validating the use of learning hierarchies, particularly
in the area of analyzing mathematical skills. (Gagne, Major,
Garstens, Paradise, 1962(b)) Okey and Gagne (1970) foun.d
evidence to show that an instructional progra for a chemistry
topic when revised in accordance with a learning hierarchy
analysis, yielded Significantly better learnings. Other
researchers also attempted various approaches to test the
yalidity of learning hienerchose (white, 1974(a) &(b))
Although Gagne has emphasozed the importance of
choosing a verb at an appropuiate level in specifying objectives,
he has not put forward any defined action verbs for that
purposes. Nevertheless, Gagne's work inticates that intellectual
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skills and cognitive learning can be treated in a hierarchical
manner. In doing so, he paves the path for further research
work in cognitive tasks analysis.. With continuous effort, a
more comprehensive cognitive verb list developed by a group
of researchers at the Pittsburgh University eventually appeared
in 1970. This tool provides a useful means for content analysis
and curriculum evaluation.
(B) Literature related to the use of taxonomy and other classif-
-ication systems including cognitive verbs for tasks analysis
Bloom's (1956) taxonomy of educational objectives
--- Handbook 1: Cognitive Domain has been widely used in analyzing
the cognitive nature of examination questions and teacher-made.
test items. Research has been done in various science subjects
with the aid of this instrument by Tamir (1977), Billeh (1974),
Kenneth V. Fast (1974), Jungwirth (1970, 1972) , Pancella (1970),
Stocker (1966) and Hedges (1966).
Bloom's another edition: Bloom and Hasting:-
Handbook of Formative and Summative Evaluation of Students
Learning (1971) is also a widely-used tool in evaluation study.
An analysis of examination questions at the certificate level
based on this edition has been carried out by a group. of
lecturers (Siu, Yau, Tam, Loi and graduate siudents of the
School of Education, The Chirese University of Song Kong in 1975.
Other classification systoms have been propoaed
for analyzing teachers' questions in the classrcom. Chese
include Adoms (1964), Asnhner (1961), Oarner (1963), Olemments
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(1964), Guszak (1967), Pate Bremer (1967), Schreiber (1967).
Several systems, such as Bloom's,.Aschner's and Carner's, consist
of a limited number of general categories which can be used to.
classify questions irrespective of context. This feature enables
the researcher to investigate issues such as the different
types of question emphasized in various school curricula or
in traditional or new curricula. Howeveri these systems are
of limited utility if the researcher is interested in more
detailed descriptions of questions asked in a specific, context.
Clement's system was developed for detailed
descriptions of a specific curriculum. It was designed to
classify the questions asked by art teachers as they talked with
students about their artwork. Ho ever, the type of questions
which frequently occur in art classes, is not adequately
described by any of the categories in the more general systems.
Most of the question-classification systems are
composed almost entirely of categories based on the type of
cognitive process required to answer the question. It appears
that Bloom's taxonomy best represents the commonalities that
exist among the systems. A weakness of the cognitive-process
approach to question classification is that these processes
are interetlal constructs. Therefore, they cannot be observed
directly unless the researcher can control the leson material
on which the teacher bases his questions (see Gall, 19170)
In general, educators agree that teachers should
emphasize the development of students' skill in critical thinking
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rather than in learning and recalling facts. Nevertheless,
research studies of teachers' questioning practices indicated
that questions requiring students to recall facts far outweight
those which required students to think. (Carner, 1963, Corey,
1940, Ladd, 1970, Gadbold, 1970)
Nedelsky (1965) has attempted to construct test-
-items in physical science based on his own scheme of objectives,
Three major abilities: Test for Knowledge, Test for Understanding
and Test for Ability to Learn were constructed; each carrying
its sub-categories of objectives. However, the scheme appears
to be brief enough and not well defined in behavioural terms.
The importance of stating objectives in behavioural
terms for the sake of clarity and ease of measurement was
stressed by Walbesser in 1968. The behaviours are structured
into a hierarchy of learning sets which identifies the dependence
that exists among them. This procedure is patterned after
that developed by Gagne.
In order to obtain a maximumof clarity in the
behavioural description of each learning set, Walbesser proposed
a set of verbs and phrases for use in the construction of
behavioural objectives for a new Science programme: Science ----
--- A Process Approech. Oporational verbs inaluding Haming,
Identifying, Recognizing, Distinguishing, Describing, Ordering,
were proposed: falling into disorote levels.
Nicodemus similarly oarried out a cortent and skill
hierarchics analysis in Rlementary Science in 1970, with a set
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of action verbs. These included Identifying, Distinguishing,
Constructing, Naming, Ordering, Describing, Stating a rule,
Applying a rule, Demonstrating, Interpreting, each with a
predefined statement.
Continuous research work was done at the Learning
Research and Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh,
where Lindvall and his associates compiled a list of verbs
for IPI (Individually Prescribed Instruction).
Nicely, Dilts, Seager and others (2974) hav e refined
a hierarchy of cognitive levels with the development of a
cognitive verb list. The list contains 27 well defined verbs
arranged in nine levels with fourteen vcrbs listed aside as
the synomyns of some of them. Definitions are also giver. to
facilitate the use of these verbs in classifying cognitive
tasks in mathematics textbooks and classroom verbal interaction.
The cognitive verb list developed uy the Learning
and Research Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh
has been used in several researches related to cognitive content
analysis and found to be useful. In particular, the list was
found adequate in use for analyzing the cognitive tasks performed
students in seveal mathematics textbooks. (Dilts, 1970)
In Hong Kong. Cheng(1977) has adooted the svstem
in coding calssroom verbal interaction in anumber of mathematics
lessons. Results indicatod that the cognitive verb list is
adequate to desoribe the cognitive behaviour of the verbal
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interaction in secondary mathematics classes. But so far, this
system has rarely been applied, in particular, to the study of
other subjects. In addition, cognitive tasks analysis using





(1) Design and Instrumentation
Content analysis technique was employed in this
study with the use of a cognitive verb list developed at the
University of Pittsburgh.
A panel of judges (coders) comprising of 3 chemistry
teachers of senior form, who have several years of teaching
experiences at the certificate level, and who have received
professional training in education as well as being experienced
examination markers was organized for the coding process.
initially, 2 coders were sufficient, but for the sake of final
decision making, an odd number was preferred.
Conventional question items from the Hong Kong
Certificate of Education Examination in the year 1974-78 were
selected for cognitive tasks requirement analysis. Content-
wise investigation was also carried out for further information
gathering. Throughout the process the designed cognitive verb
list was used together with open discussion among the coders
for settlement of any ambiguous or undefined items.
(2) Development of the comnitive vorb list
(A) Theoretical Background
"Knowledge which is organised and related is
better learned and retained than knowledge thich is specific
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and isolated. Generalizations or abstractions are relatively
difficult to learn unless they are related to appropriate
concrete phenomena. (Bloom, 1956, pp.35-36). Based on this
view, knowledge is grouped at the lowest level of Bloom's
Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives, and the other cognitive skills,
with increasing abstraction and complexity, are assigned to
higher levels in the learning hierarchy.
With the edition of two more categories:. complex
skill and naming, Merrill (1971) was able to extend Gagne's
hierarchy from eight to ten types of learning behaviour. The
ten categories of behaviour. were arranged in four levels our_with
three subdivisions in level 2, 3, and 4.
Note: Gagne's labels appeared in Parenthesis
Level 1 Emotional Emotional
(Signal Learning
Level 2 Psychomotor Toparaphic Chaining Comlex Skill
(Stimulus) (Chaining)
Response)





Level 4 Complex Classifi Analysis Problem Solving




The four levels were hierarchical in that the
behaviour at a higher level included some pre-requisite
behaviour from each of the lower levels.
The simplest behaviour in each level is on the
left and the more complex on the right. Merrill's hierarchy
is comparable to Bloom's in that Merrill has broken down
what Bloom called Cognitive Domain into two levels:-
Memorization and Complex Cognitive. Cognitive learning would
begin from memorization'.through classification, analysis,
.leading to problem solving. That is, from the relative
simple memorization behaviour to the more complex cognitive
behaviour which requires the learner to make an appropriate
response to a previously unencountered instance of some class
of stimulus, objects, events or situations. This is in
congruent with Bloom's levels of application, analysis and
evaluation as the more complex mode.
Support came from Ausubel (1968) who stated that
general developmental changes in concept acquisition followed
a concrete-abstraction dimension of cognitive development.
From the pre-operational stage to the abstract operational
stage, there are progressive gair., it the level of abstraction
at which the groeess of concept acquisistion occirs
In discussing the intellectual skills required in
mathematics and science instruction, Gane (1970) has mentioned
that the hierarchy of capabilities which is 1earned when an
individual studies science has severa1. features in commonwith
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the learning of mathematics. It is because both subjects must
start with a consideration of concrete objects in order that
the earliest forms of learning will be made possible and
besides, the student of sciencervery early begins to use the
concepts and the principles of mathematics, for example, in
counting and measuring natural phenomena or in dealing with
proportions and directions and sizes.
Bearing this in mind, the researcher therefore uses
the coding system of cognitive verb list designed by Dilts (1970)
as the basis for further development.
The system has an advantage over that of Bloom's
in which the learned behaviour is well defined in terms of
cognitive tasks with action verbs. Moreover, it is a more
elaborated system since it includes nine levels instead of six.
(B) Developmental. Steps
With Dilts' system at hand, the researcher first
tried a preliminary study of some chemistry question items
selected from various sources to test its applicability. Where
items could not be classified with the available verb list,
appropriate actions verbs were suggested. Definitions of these
new verbs were assigned only after a thorough disoussion among
panel memperswere assigned only after a thorough disoussion awong
Four new verbs were included - Diseriminste, Distinguisb,
Prediot and Extrapolate. The Levels into which these Eciion
verbs were placed Were detormined. by a panel. of trained
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chemistry teachers in consideration of (i) Bloom's Taxonomy,
Gagne's Hierarchy and the relationship of the pre-existed
cognitive verbs in the list and (ii) the usual thinking
process involved in students during their solving of chemistry
problems.
(3) Rationale for choosing the HKCEE Chemistry Conventional
Questions for study
The HKCEE Chemistry examination comprises of 2
question papers:- Paper 1 being the conventional questions
and Paper 2 the multiple-choice questions, Until now, the
only available test items are the conventional questions whereas
the multiple-choice items are not published for circulation.
It is with this restriction that the researcher
of the paper decided to turn to the conventional questions
for study. It is hoped that by analyzing four to five years of
question papers, one can recognize trends or`inferences in
cognitive tasks requirement of candidates and the topic coverage
so that any implications can be drawn concerning improvement
or future direction in which examinations are constructed and
instructional program to be designed.
The Anglo Chinese Ochool and the Chinese Middle
School have separate chemistry syllabus and different contents
for examination questions until the year l974. It is also from
this year onward that the questions tend to be more structured
with diagrams and illustrations. Thus it can be taken to be
the reason why this researcher was interested in selecting
questions from the year l974 onward.
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(4) The-Cognitive Verb List
Cognitive skills represented by cognitive verbs.
are considered to be related in a hierarchical structure which
has different levels. In this study nine levels as defined by
the cognitive verb list are assumed. The lowest level is level 0
and the highest level islevel 9. The cognitive verbs are
identified by their level numbers which are called the cognitive
level codes.
Level 0 No task
Level 1 Recall, Recognize, Repeat, Copy (Imitate, Reproduce)
Level 2 Iterate
Level 3 Discriminate, Distinguish, Compare, Substitute
Level 4 Categorize (Classify, Group), Illustrate (Exemplify)
Level 5 Apply, Relate, Convert Translate), Summarize (Abstract),
Describe, Symbolize, Predict, Extrapolate
Level 6 Justify (Support), Explain (Interpret), Analyze
Level 7 Hypothesize (Theorize), Synthesize (Organize, Structure),
Generalize (Induce), Deduce
Level 8 Prove, Test (Experiment), Design, Solve
Level 9 Evaluate
Definitions of the verbs (Seager, 1974):-
Repeat, Cody (Imitate, Roproduce): The response serves as the
stimulus for its own reproduction. The response be stored
in the memory or may be presont in the environment.
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Recognize: The response is presented with the stimulus and is
related to the response in memory.
Recall: The response is not presented with the stimulus but
must be retrieved from memory.
Iterate: To repeat a learned procedure requiring no level 3 or
higher skill. Apparent level 3 or higher tasks can be subsumed
under iterate only if the task has become through repetition so
mechanical that only chains of level 1 tasks are involved.
Substitute: To replace one name for a chemical (or mathematical)
entity with another name for the same entity where both names
are paired in the students' mind.
Compare: To recognize differences and/or similarities between
two or more stimuli or between parts of the same stimulus.
This involves response to both presence and absence of charact-
-eristics.
Distinguish: To see the actual differences among objects or
events, even finer distinctions than discriminate.
Discriminate: To rerceive and evaluate differences among very
similar things or objects, emphasize more on aesthetic evaluation
than distinguish.
Illustrote (Exemplify): To produce an instance of a given
concept. The ptudont may bypleally make a supstitution and
then manipulate the result using. previously learned algorithms.
Caterorize (Classify, Groug): To decide whether a given object
or event is an instance of a givea concept. (the object or event
is concrote).
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Extrapolate: To determine implications, consequences,
corollaries, efforts, etc. as an extension of trends or
tendencies beyond the given data.
Predict: To suggest or estimate the probable effect of a
change in a factor on a chemical system. Requires the use
of application.
Smbolize: To express in the language of chemistry.
Describe: To state the concepts of which a given object or
event is an instance using some criteria of selection.
Summarize (Abstract): To describe an object or event in
concise form.
Convert (Translate): To transform a statement into one
expressed in a different language or form.
Relate: To establish associations or connections between
objects or classes of objects; requires the use of categorization
with abstract rather than concrete objects.
Apoly: To mare use of as revelant or suitable. Requires
student to make use of a choice made from a variety of
potentially suitable abjects, methods, or algorithms. Requires
use of relate.
Analyse: To separate into component parts and determine the
relationshin(s) between such comnonent perts.
Explain (Interpret): To make plain or clear. This requires
the use of analysis.
Justify (Suamort): To furnisr sroiunds or oriderce for. Chin
also roquires the use of analvsis. One cannet justify the
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argument without knowing its components and their relations
to one another.
Deduce: To infer by any logical process not subsumed under
generalization. Requires use of application and analysis.
Generalize (Induce): To infer in general terms from specific
instances. Requires use of application and analysis.
Synthesize (Organize, Structure): To combine separate elements
into a coherent whole. Requires use of analysis, relation, and
application. "Arranging and combining elements into a pattern
or structure not clearly there before." (Bloom, p.206, 1956)
Hypothesize (Theorize): To synthesize a proposition or set of
propositions in order to explain phenomena.
Solve: To determine the correct hypothesis and justify or prove
its correctness.
Design: To develop a plan for the form and structure of; requires
use of synthesis and generalization and/or education.
Test (Experiment): The procedure of submitting a hypothesis
to observational conditions designed to confirm or refute it.
Prove: To design a chain of supported inferences in order to
establish the truth of a hypothesis.
Evaluate: To compare observed behaviour with objects for the
purpoues of determinding progiess lowerd objectives, revising
rocedures towars objectives, and revising objectives (upuard,
downward, appropriate, and new objectives, etc. to judge the
worth of a solution as pari of an overall structure which
includes decisions concerningchoice of objectives, cheaking
progress, and determining priorities.
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(5) The Task Coding Process
Criteria for tasks analysis were derived from
marking schemes (model answers) for question items of the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination Chemistry
conventional questions in the year 1974-78. The decision
was made because the formation of marking schemes required the
team effort of professionally trained and experienced teachers
and examiners. Thus the marking schemes could be considered
as a reasonable starting point for developing a cognitive
tasks analysis.
Solution steps in the marking schemes served as
the reference points for study. Where necessary, further
breaking down into more steps, based on agreement among
members of the panel judges (coders) was done before classif-
ication.began.
To facilitate the coding process, each judge
(coder) was first given a thorough and clear illustration of
the defined cognitive verbs with simple and unambiguous exxt ples.
Thereafter, the judges (coders) were trained to use the verb
list to describe the tasks in certain standardized items, taken
from tests and well-known texts. In case a step involved more
than one levels, only the highest level of the verbs was to be
recorded. The reason was that verbs of higher level had already
incorporated the cognitve skills described ny verbs of the lower
levels. After sonle practices when the coders showed mastery of
the coding, skill, actual procedure of taaks analysis of
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examination question items then started. Throughout the
classification process, open discussion technique was employee
to solve any disagreement.
(6) Illustrative-examples showing the use of cognitive verbs
for tasks analysis
1xampie 1:-
Question: "Hydrogen can be manufactured by an industrial
process which involves the following system
in equilibrium at temperature T.
(i) What is the effect of increasing the temperature
on the yield of hydroen ?
(ii) Explain whether increasing the pressure will
give a better yield of hydrogen at temperature T
In this process, excess steam is used. Explair
how the excess steam will affect the yield
of hydrogen.
(iv) Iron is used as a catalyst in this process.
What is the purpose of using a catalyst ?
Explain what effect the catalyst will have




(ii) No effect on the yield.
The total number of moles of gaseous reactants is equal to
the total number of moles of gaseous products in the
equilibrium equation.
(iii) Yield increases.
Excess steam drives to the equilibrium to the product side/
right side.
(iv) A catalyst s eeds up the attainment of the equiiibrium.
The catalyst speeds up the forward reaction and the
backward reaction to the same extent. Therefore no effect
on equilibrium position.
Marks were allocated to the steps shown. Important words or
phrases were underlined.
Where necessary, the solution was broken down into
a number of agreed steps and cognitive verbs with their level
numbers were assigned accordingly.
Cognitive Tasks Requirement:
(i) Recognize (level 1) the reaction is exothermic with respect
to the given sign that H is negative; then predict
(level 5) the yiold by appliontion of the J.C-Chatelter's
Principle.
(ii) First yecognire (level 1) it is a gaseous reaction, j.e.,
all the reactants and products of the system are geses;
then recognize (level 1) that there is no change in gas
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volume or the number of moles in the system before one
can predict (level 5) the effect of increased pressure
on the yield. (once more make use of the Le-Chatelier's
Principle)
(iii) Apply (level 5) the Kinetic Theory (factors affecting rate
of reaction and equilibrium:- the concentration effect)
to explain (interpret) (level 6) the effect of excess
steam on the yield of hydorgen.
(iv) Recall (level 1) the general properties of a catalyst.
Then explain- (in terp)ret) (level 6) the effect of catalyst
on equilibrium by lya.n (level 5) the concept that both
forward and backward reaction rates are increased to the
same extent e
Example 2-
uestion: For each of the following pair of oxides:
(i) nitrogen monoxide and nitrogen dioxide, sulphur
dioxide and sulphur trioxide, give the conditions
under which the lower oxide may be converted to
the higher oxide.
(ii) State the oxidation numbers of sulphur in the
two sulphur oxides given in (i) "
Solution:
(i) No to NO
2
Mix with oxygon (or air) at room temperature.
so2 to so3
Mix with oxygen (or air) and pass over heated (500°C)
catalyst Pt. or V205
(ii) SO2: oxidation number of S = +4
SO3: oxidation number of S = +6
Cognitive Tasks Reuirement:
(i) (1) Reagents required for the reaction NO + 02 --- N 0
2
comes from simple recall (level 1).
(2) Similarly, condition of reaction needs recall (level l)
(ii) The question requires one to illustrate (exemplify) (level 4)
the concept of oxidation number. He has to distinguish -
(level 3) oxidation number from oxidation state so that
no wrong symbol is used.
Afterwards, the term used for oxidation (+4 instead of





Frequency counts of cognitive levels for required
tasks in the year 1974-l978 Hong Kong Certificate of Education
Examination Chemistry conventional questions were made and entered
into the following tables.
Table 1























I 23 26 24
2 3 3 3
18 183 18










































































1 64 66 70




5 35 35 39
6 8 9 10
7 43 3
8 0 0 0
09 0 0
total 141 144 151
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(2) Statistical Analysis of Data
Frequency counts of cognitive levels assigned to
each item within the question papers were recorded, The results
were-also expressed in percentage. Chi-Square calculation was
employed to compare the frequency distribution among levels
for each year's examination paper.
From this statistical treatment, the researcher
hoped that an insight of the emphasis on the type of cognitive
tasks requirement laid down in the certificate examination papers
could be obtained. This would form the foundation based on
which future direction of improved curriculum for instruction
would be built.
As agreement between coders (judges) was an
important-factor in deciding the reliability of the measuring
instrument, the Scott Formula was used to estimate the extent
to which chance agreement had been exceeded when two coders'
scores were compared.
Scott Formuls:
where is the Scott coefficient
nomianl agreement for c catogorica
and chance agreement for c caltegories
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where P. is the proportion of tallies made by all coders for
the ith category.
The same Pe is used for each pairwise comparison of coders,
Result is significant (reliable) when Il is over .85.
In coding interaction between teacher and students
in the classroom, Flanders utilized statistical treatment with
the help of Scott Formula but modified the computation of P
to make it a proportional agreement of marginals.
Correction for chance agreement is computed separately
for each pair of coders and.is based on their observed marginals
rather than using a commonexpected P e based on all coders as
Scott did. Since the research of this study fell into similar
nature to that of Flanders et al and Scott (Ted Frick and Melvyn
I. Semmel, 1978) the researcher would therefore used the same
formula for data analysis in order to test the reliability
of the coding.
Thus for C categories
Where




The distinction between N and N' is necessary for situations
with event recording systems in which one coder omits codes for
events that are coded by the. second coder.
To make computation easier, frequency counts were
converted into percentage and calculations of j.value were




Calculation of scott coefficient 兀 for coders A and B














































































total 87 91 100.00 100.00 2.05 25.770
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Table 7
Calculation of Scott coefficient 兀 for coder A and C










































































total 87 91 100.00 100.00 4.74 25.701
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Table 8
Calculation of scott coefficient 兀 for coders B and C











































































total 91 91 100.01 100.00 6.59 25.852
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Table 9
Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders A and B
of HKCEE Chemistry Paper 1975
level number coded number coded coded coded diff (ave.%)
by coder A by coder B by A by B
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
1 23 26 27.06 29.89 2.83 8.107
2 3 3 3.53 0.083.45 0.122
183 18 21.18 20.69 0.49 4.382
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
295 27 34.12 31.03 10.6123.09
6 8 9 9.41 10.35 0.94 0.976
47 4 4.60 0.11 0.216
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
09 0 0 0 0 0




Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders A and C
of HKCEEChemistry_ Paper 1975
level number coded number coded coded coded diff (ave.%)2
by coder A by coder C by A by C
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
1 23 24 27.06 1.5128.57 7.737
2 3 3 3.53 0.1263.57
18 183 21.18 21.43 0.25 4.538
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
295 27 1.9834.12 32.14 10.976
6 8 8 0.119.41 0.8969.52
7 4 4.71 4.76 0.05 0.224
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 09 0 0 0 0





Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders B and C
of HKCEEChemistry Paper 1975
level number coded number coded coded coded diff. (ave.%)
by coder B by coder C by B by C
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
1 26 24 29.89 28.5? 1.32 8.543
2 3 3 3.45 0.123.5? 0.123
183 18 20.69 4.43521.43 0.74
4 0 0 0 0 0 0
275 27 31.03 1.1132.14 9,978
6 9 8 10.35 0.839.52 0.987
47 4 4.60 4.76 0.16 0.219
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
09 0 0 0 0 0
total 87 99.9984 4.28i00.01 24.285
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Table 12
for coders A and BCalculation of Scott Coefficient
of HKCEEChemistry Paper 1976
(ave.%)2coded diff.codedlevel number coded number coded
by Bby coder Bby coder A by A
(7)(3) (4) (6)(5)(1) (2)
48 12.8310481 35.82 35.82
0.75 o.6148.212 10 11 7.46
2.81917.1622 23 16.42 0.743
0.00604 1 1 0.75 0.75
1.494042 29.85 9.36131.345
10 0 0.5576 10 7.46 7.46
0.75 0 0.0061 1 0.757
8 0 0 0 00 0
00 0 0 009
34134total 100.00 100.00 6.1942.981.34
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Table 13
Calculation of Scott coefficient 兀 for coders A and C










































































total 134 134 100.00 100.01 5.97 25.808
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Table 14
Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders B and C
of HKCEEChemistry Faber 1976
level' number coded number coded coded coded diff (ave.%)
by coder B by coder C by B by C
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
1 48 48 35.82 035.82 12,831
2 11 14 10.458.21 2.24 0.870
233 22 17.16 16.42 0.74 2,819
4 1 1 0.75 0.75 0 0.006
405 29.8538 28.36 1.49 8.471
6 10 10 7.46 07.46 0.557
17 0.75 0.75 0 0.006
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
09 0 00 0 0




Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders A and B
of HKCEE Chemistry Paper 1977
level number coded number coded coded coded diff (ave.%)
by Bby coder Bby coder A by A
(1) (2) (5)(3) (6) (7)(4)




28 20.77 21,88 1.11 4.548273
1
0.02 0.0242 1,54 1.562
28.46 28.13 0.33 8.00637 365
0.15 0.8666 12 12 9.23 9.38
1 0.77 0.78 0.01 0.006
4
7
0 0 0 0 0 08
9 0 0 0 0 0 0
total 130 128 100.00 100.01 2.61 27.316
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Table 16
Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders A and C
of HKCEEChemistry_ Paper 1977
coded diffcodedlevel number coded number coded (ave.%)2
by coder A by coder C by Cby A
(G)(5) (7)(2) (3) (4)(l)
49 1.70 14.8531 52 39.3937.69
2 22 1.54 0.02 0.0231.52
27 27 20.45 4.24820.77 0.323
0.762 1 0.0134 1.54 0.78
28.46 0.3328.79 8.19737 385
11 0.9012 8.336 0.7719.23
11 0.76 0.01 0.0060.777
0 0 0 0 008




for coders B and CCalculation of Scott Coefficient
of HKCEE Chemistr Paper 1977
level number coded number coded coded coded diff (ave.%)2
by coder B by coder C by B by C
(6)(2) (4) (5) (7)(1) (3)
471 2.67 14.48252 39.3936.72
0.04 0.0242 2 2 1.56 1.52
4.48021.88 20.45 1.4328 27
0.800.76 0.0132 1 1.56
28.79 0.6628.13 8.100385 36
0.784126 11 8.33 1.059.38
0.021 1 0.78 o.76 0.0067
0 0 0 08 0 0
0 0 00 0 09





Calculation of Scott Coefficient 兀 for coders A and B










































































total 141 144 100.00 100.00 3.31 29.655
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Table 19
Calculation of Scott Coeffiecient 兀 for coders A and C
of HKCEE Chemistry Paper 1978
level number coded number coded coded coded diff.% (ave.%)2
by coder A by coder C by A by C
































































total 141 151 100.00 100.00 5.57 30.071
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Table 20
Calculation of Scott Coefficient for coders B and C
of HKCEE Chemistry Paper 1978
level number coded number coded coded (ave.%)2coded diff
by coder B by coder C by B by C
(6)(1) (4)(2) (3) (5) (7)
l 66 45.83 46.3670 0.53 21,247
2 5 1.99 1.483 0.0753.47
4.5821 223 14.51 0.01 2.124
4 45 2.65 0.82 0.0943.47
5 35 25.17 0.8638 6.12124.31
6 10 6.259 6.62 0.37 0.414
47 2.083 2.65 0.57 0.056
8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




Summary of 11 values (Scott Coefficients) amok coders in









































X2 (Chi-Square)value determination for cognitive levels
distribution in the 1974-78 HKCEE Chemistry cuestions
Note: **** p0.005 ** p0.05
*** p0.01 * p0.10
level l
year cbtained expected df x2
frequency frequency
counts counts







year obtained expected df x2
frequency frequency
counts counts






year obtained expected df x2
frequency frequency
counts counts






year obtained expected X2df
frequency frequency
counts counts






obtainedyear expected df X2
frequency frequency
counts counts








obtainedyear expectea df X2
frequency frequency
counts counts






year obtained ex ected dl x2
frequency freouenci
counts counts
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frequency frequency
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(3) subject areas examined in relation to cognitive tasks
distribution
Table 23
Cognitive tasks distribution related to subject areas examined
in the 1974 HKCEE Chemistry conventional questions Paper l
subject area cognitive level total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
l.laboratory 3 3 1.12
technique





4. qualitative 9 6 3 3 21 7.81
analysis
3. acldlty & 3 3 6 2.23
alkalinity




subject areas cognitive level %total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8.a. oranic 15 6 8.923 24
compound
reaction


















13.energetics 3 3 6 2.23
59
subject areas cognitive level
total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9










16. mole 6 3 9
18 6.69
concept





total 87 13 52
87 25 3 2 269 100.02
Table 24
Co nitive tasks distribution related to subject areas examined
in the 1975 HKCEE Chemistry conventional questions Paper 1
totalcngni Live levelsubject areas
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. ahnratnrv
technique
14.0636272. chemistry 3 33
of elements
(non-metals)











total %cognitive levelsubject areas


























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9














256 100.0183 25 12total 5473 9
Table - 25
Cognitive tasks distribution related to subject areas examined
in the 1976 HKCEE Chemistry conventional questions Paper 1
totalcognitive level %subject areas
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1. laboratory
technique
42 10.4512 3242. chemistry 3
of elements
(non-metals)











totalconitive level %subject areas
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8.966 3618 128.a. organic
compound
reaction




































402 100.01144 35 67 3 120 3C 3total
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Table 26
Cognitive tasks distribution related to subject areas examined
in the 1977 HKCEE Chemistry conventional questions Paper 1
totalcognitive levelsubject areas
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9













6 1.547. volumetric 33
analysis
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subject areas totalcognitive level %
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8.a. organic 6 8 13.3335 3 52
compound
reaction





19. eiectro- 11 236 41 10.51
-chemistry
2 210. periodic 1.03
table













1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9














82 5 ill 35 3 390 100.01148 6total
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Table. 27
Cognitive tasks distribution related to subject areas examined
in the 1978 HKCEE Chemistry conventional questions Paper 1
totalcognitive levelsubject areas
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
41 9.4010 127 31. laboratory
technique















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9










6.886 3015 917. formula
worniniz
15 3.441218. chemistry 3
in society






A summary of total fre uenc of cognitive tasks related to subject
areas examined in the 1974-78 HKCEE Chemistry conventional questions
totalcognitive level %subject areas
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11. laboratory 56 3.195 337
technique
2 208 11.8723 1025 1142 22. chemistry 3
of elements
(non metals)
48 2.746 12213. chemistry 9
of elements
(metals)
20 141 8.0444.qualitative 15 399
analysis
12 2.05185. acidity 3633
alkalinity
156. 0.666. solubility 333




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8.731538.a. organic 17 392 18 20 3
compound
reaction





11.0719412 13 39, electro- 35 3893
-chemistry
222 1.2511 910. periodic
table









13. energetics 6 15 0.869
74
o/totalsubject areas cognitive level 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9








16. mole 8918 17 6 42 6 5-08
concept
45 2.571117. formula 15 12 7
working
15 0.861218. chemistry 3
in society
total 652 77 319 24 506 142 28 3 2 1753 100.00





Cognitive tasks analysis of the Hong Kong Certificate
of Education Examination Chemistry conventional questions in
the year 1974-78 was carried out with a coding system based on
Dilts' work. A ( value (Scott Coefficient) for coders' agreement
on a pairwise basis in each case was found above 0.9 and in a
number of cases went up to 0.96.0.97. The results exceeded the
acceptable □ value of 0.85 for reliability.
Hence, we may consider that the designed coding
system of cognitive verb list would be a reliable instrument
for-content analysis in terms of cognitive tasks requirement.
It would be a valuable method for curriculum evaluation besides
the often used Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.
Through cognitive tasks analysis of examination
questions, we can determine to what extent educational objectives
have been covered and what kinds of changes are required for
future planning and implementing of an improved curriculum for
instruction.
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(2) Cognitive Tasks Analysis and Pattern of Changes
The computed Chi-Square value X2 in Table 22 shows
that there was a significant difference in the cognitive levels
distribution from 1974-78 HKCEE Chemistry questions. The
significant difference was mainly due to the distribution changes
of levels 1, 2, 4 and 7 (p = 0.005).
The overall cognitive tasks required in relation
to subject areas examined from 1974-78 HKCEE Chemistry questions
were summarized in Table 28. It was found that the most frequently
used cognitive skills being in level 1 (37.19%), level 5 (28.86%)
and level 3 (18.20%). Together, they account for more than 84%
of all the cognitive tasks required.
The least frequently used cognitive skills are in
level 9 (0.11%), level 8 (0.17%), level 4 (1.37%) and level 7
(1.60%).
'Higher' cognitive tasks (levels 6 to 9) as shown
in the table, are seldom asked for in the examination. Together
they form only 9.98% of all the cognitive tasks required.. This
is comparable to Cheng's (1977) study of Mathematics instruction
in the classroom (19%) and Dilts' (1970) analysis of Mathematics
textbooks (24%) which indicated a relatively low percentage of
'Higher' cognitive skills required.
Among the 'Higher' cognitive tasks, levels 8 and
9 are rare. They were recorded once only in the 1974 HKCEE
Chemistry questions where students were asked to design and
evaluate the conditions required for performing experiments
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using given chemicals. Since then no similar type of questions
requiring students to design, synthesize, prove or evaluate
appear. Perhaps the examiners found that this might be too
demanding to the average students of Form Five level. Instead,
they turned to some lower or intermediate levels work. In the
following years, most of the questions required students to
analyze (level 6) problems, explain (level 6) chemical phenomena
or observations and to deduce (level 7) unknown compounds and
ions from a series of chemical reactions.
In many cases, question items were arranged in a
structured manner to guide students to the-final solution.
Subject areas where levels 7 and 6 tasks were used included
qualitative analysis, atomic,molecular structure and chemical
bonding, electrochemistry, rate of reaction and chemical.
equilibrium, and sometimes, chemistry of elements.
Post of level 3 and level 5 tasks were used in the
writing and balancing of chemical equations, drawing chemical,
symbols and diagrams, applying laws and principles to calculation
and to predict the effect of changes on a system in chemical
equilibrium.
The lowest cognitive skill (level 1) was found
mainly in questions requiring students to recall knowledge and
facts. Subject areas which frequently required students to
use level 1 skill were chemistry of elements (non-metals and
metals), organic compounds reactions, and to a. certain extent,
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qualitative analysis, atornic,molecular structure and chemical
bonding.
With no previous explicitly stated objectives, the
C.D.C. (Curriculum Development Committee) Chemistry syllabus
published in 1975 seems to exert its influence on the setting
of examination questions.
There are eight specific objectives stated in-the
C.D.C. Chemistry (F.4-F.5) syllabus.
(1) facility in recalling information and experiences.
(2) knowledge of chemical terminology and conventions.
(3) knowledge of major generalizations which have been made and.
of theories which are widely held.
(4) skill in handling materials, manipulating apparatus, carrying
out instructions for experiments and making accurate
observations.
(5) ability to understand and interpret scientific information
presented in verbal, numerical or graphical form.
(6) ability to select and apply known laws and principles to
given situations.
(7) ability to apply previous understanding to data'supplied
in new situations.
(8) ability to organize and present chemical ideas in a clear
and logical form.
A gross reference to both question items, and the
required cognitive tasks in the past examinations revealed that
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the Certificate of Education Examination compiles to a large
extent with the objectives stated in the Chemistry syllabus.
However, as stated before, tasks requiring students' ability
to synthesize, design and evaluate pieces of work are still
rare. This reflects, to some extent, that the Hong .:Kong
Certificate of Education Examination is criterion-referenced
rather than for selection. It aims at assessing what an
average student of Form Five level can achieve at the end
of their.secondary schooling. Thus the HKCEE Chemistry
questions, may fail to differentiate the really. abled Chemistry
students from.those who are hard-working, but less intelligent.
On the other hand, if selection for the best is one of the aims
of the examination, then one or two more questions specifically
designed to test 'Higher' cognitive tasks should be set. Most
likely, this would be found at the Matriculation level when
students are getting intellectually and mentally matured with
two more years of post-secondary schooling. Perhaps, a similar
kind of analysis can be done with the 'A' level-Chemistry
examination questions for verification and comparison.
Frequency distribution of used cognitive skills
related to subject areas examined for each year are individually
illustrated in Tables 23 to 27.
Percentages of individual cognitive levels recorded




Percentages of individual cognitive levels recorded













Table 29 illustrates the following changes for
different cognitive levels.
There is a regular increase in percentages of
level 1 tasks from 1974 onwards with an exception of a slight
drop in 1975. The increase in percentages is much greater
on comparing 1978 with previous. years. This may be due to
an overall increase and change of nature of work required as
the examination time of the question paper was lengthened
from 1 to 12 hours.
The change in cognitive tasks requirement of
level 2 is rather irregular. A possible reason may be due
to the difficult in exact classification of question items
as literate' or higher levels, in particular, 'apply'. The
case depends on how much practice students have with respect
to the types of questions asked. For instance, calculation
problems involving mole concept may be classified as 'iterate'
if plenty of exercises of similar natures have been given to
students by their teachers. The same type of questions may
require students' ability to apply principles and concepts
if it appears to them in an unfamiliar situation.
Level 3 shows an alternating rise and drop
pattern in percentages with years, resembling level 2.
However, the change is not so drastic, and what is more,
the change happens in the reverse direction at comparable
points.
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Level 4 shows a steady increase in percentages
with years. The increment of changes being greater than that
of level 1. It is anticipated that the same tendency may
continue in the following years as. more emphasis on higher
level cognitive tasks is expected.
On the contrary, there is a gradual decrease in
percentages of level 5 tasks in the five years examination.
In particular, the drop was much greater in the 1978 examination
in comparison with previous years. This is out of expectance
when one predicts an increase in emphasis on higher level*
cognitive tasks based on the trend of changes for level 4.
A possible reason may be the difficulty in exact
classification of the question items between 'iterate' and
'apply' in connection with what is observed for the change
in level 2.
Thus, certain question items may.have been
classified as level 2 or even level 1 task because of frequent
practice given to students, although they belong to questions
of level 5 in the mind of setters.
Another possible reason is the change of setters
and examiners with a consequent change in different types
of tasks required.
The percentage distribution of level 6 resembles
that of level 3. Again, the drop in 1978 compared with the
peak value in 1977 was rather unexpected.
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Likewise, the percentage distribution of level 7
is rather irregular. The proportion is relatively less in
comparison with other lower levels. The peak value was
recorded in the 1975 IKCEE and then it decreased afterwards
with the exception that there was a slight increase in the
1978 examination. Level 8 and level 9 shows a similar pattern
of percentage distribution. They were recorded only once in
the 1974 HKCEE.
To get more information on the distribution pattern
of cognitive levels, the cognitive tasks coded can be combined
into two groups: (a) the 'lower' cognitive group, comprising
of tasls from level 1 to level 5-, and (b) the 'higher' cognitive
group, being made up of tasks from level 6 to level 9. A
grouping like this has an advantage of reducing ambiguities
and difficulties in classification of question items which may
belong to level 2 or level 5, depending on the amount of practice
given to students. Levels 6 to 9 require students higher level
of critical thinking to solve problems, not just by.memorization
alone or routine practice and that is why they are put together
in the 'higher' cognitive group.
Table 30 indicates the percentages of the two




Percentages of combined cognitive groups in the
1974-78 HKCEE Chemistry conventional auestions
'lower' cognitive group 'higher' cognitive group








Figure 1 shows percentages of the two combined
groups plotted against years of examination.
Several characteristic features can be recognized
from the figure.
{l) Instead of going straight up or down, both curves are
zig-zag lines, rising up and falling down alternately.
(2) The difference in percentages of the two combined groups
is fairly large. Least difference between the two groups
was recorded in 1975 and largest difference in 1976.
(3) Peak value of 'higher' cognitive group was found in the
1975 HXCEE and thereafterwards the percentages were
maintained below 10, with little fluctuation, probably,
the examiners considered that over 14% of 'higher' cognitive
skills was too much for the average students.
(4) Ignoring the irregularities, it can be seen that there is
a general tendency for the 'lower' cognitive group to
increase and the 'higher' cognitive-group to decrease in
subsequent examinations although the change appears to be
smoother in laterears.
A further breakdown of the 'lower' cognitive
group into two sub-groups, namely, level 1 (curve 2) and
levels 2 to 5 (curve 1) were done. Results are shown in
Figure 2. Comparison ofFigure 1 and Figure 2 indicates that
the abrupt drop in the 'lower' cognitive group in 1975 is mainly
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Figure 2
percentages of combined sub-groups plotted
against years of examination of the HKCEE
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of level 1 task continues to increase while levels 2 to 5
tasks continue to decrease. Combination of the two sub-groups
results in the pattern of change as shown by curve I in
Figure 1.
Even though the total amount of levels 2 to 5
tasks tend to decrease with years, with a fairly large drop
from 1977 to 1978, it is counterbalanced by the much greater.
increase in level 1 task.
In general, the past HKCEE. (1974-78) Chemistry
questions (Paper. 1) contained a large proportion (average value
above 89%) of tasks belonging to. the 'lower' cognitive skills
(from recall to application) and a fairly low percentage on
the 'higher' cognitive skills from analysis to evaluation.
(average value around 10%).
As the present study is the first attempt to
analyze the cognitive content of the HKCEEChemistry conventional
questions, no direct comparison of this research could be made
with other studies in the local scene.
However, comparison across countries is possible
due to the studies of some researchers of Chemistry test questions
in other countries.
Although other researchers used Bloom's classif-
-ications of objectives for cognitive analysis, a grouping
of cognitive skills from knowledge ,to application level and
from analysis onwards as the 'lower' and 'higher' cognitive
groups respectively could be used as a basis for comparison.
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Kenneth V. Fast (1974) , in his analytical study
of the ACS-NSTA high school chemistry achievement tests found
that about 40% of the items belong to knowledge level and
approximately 25% comprehension, around 25% application ,
10% analysis and 0% synthesis.
Robin A.H. Hillman and Michael C. V. Cane (1973),
based on the objectives stated by the Nuffield Science Foundation
Scheme prepared a structured question book with the following
cognitive. levels distribution: Knowledge (20%), Comprehension
(45%), Application (18%), Analysis/Evaluation (17%). Likewise,
the overall balance of the structured questions book prepared
by Gazard and Wilkins (1972) falls into the following manner :
Factual recall (14%), comprehension (49%), Application (24%),
and Analysis (13%).
Table 31 shows the frequency of the combined levels
into 'lower' and 'higher' cognitive groups of the aforementioned
results, in comparison with the findings of this study.
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Table 31
Percentage comparison of cognitive skills
'higher' cognitive'lower' conitive
group group
approx. 10%Kenneth V. Fast approx. 90%
approx. 17%approx. 83%Robin A. H. Hillman
and Michael C.V. Cane
approx. 13%approx. 87%Gazard and Wilkins
approx. 10.4%approx. 89.6%Present Study (HKCEE)
Comparison of these values shows that the HKCE
Chemistry conventional questions are quite alike the practice
in other countries such as the United States. Nevertheless,
the HKCEF asks fewer questions requiring 'higher' cognitive
skills compared with the '0' level. Chemistry in the Nuffield
Science Foundation Scheme which aims at the assessment of the.
above average students. The HKCEE on the other hand acts as
a kind of assessment for candidates coming from a wider range
of. ability.. Actually from what is noticed in the 1977 to.
1978 examination, there is.a tendency for future examination
that question items will still contain quite a lot of 'lower'
cognitive tasks as more and more teenagers get education up
to Form.Five level, making the variation in abilities even
wider-.
Remember that the HKCEEprimary purpose is not
to select students for University entrance, its role is to
assess students' achievement.after five years secondary schooling.
Though memory questions are valuable in helping
students review information and evaluate how, well they have
remembered facts and concepts, they should not, however, be
used extensively and exclusively. According to Sanders (1967)
a minimum of one-third of the time allotted to questioning in
both instruction and evaluation should be devoted to levels
above memory.
From now on, with improved curriculum and instruction
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techniques, students may gradually become acquainted with the
objectives stated in the C.D.C. syllabus. They will be guided
to develop critical thinking, not just to recall facts. Hence
they will find little difficulty to deal with higher level
cognitive tasks if the plan works to schedule. By that time,
recall and other low level cognitive tasks may be reduced to
make room for the increase of higher levels' work. This, of
course, depends very much on the joint effort of school teachers,
University staffs, the Education Department and the examination
personnel concerned, if all bear in mind that an improved
curriculum-is very. important fore the progress:- of chemical education
in Hong Kong.
(3) Limitations of the study
The cognitive verb list, though well defined, still
suffers from the limitation of being an inferential process. It
is not always possible to know whether a student responded to a
particular item using a high-level cognitive process (e.g. analysis
or by using the relatively low-level process of knowledge recall.
If a student has learned the application of a particular process
to a problem and-then a question based on it is presented to
him, he will need only t-o remember the solution and not to employ
a high-level cognitive process (i.e.application) as may be
expected. In other words, the same question which demands a
student to use high level task such as apply may just require
low level task like recall or iterate work of another student of
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different abilities and different amount of practice.
Therefore the determination of the cognitive level
of a particular test item should be judged in context by
utilizing the relevant prior learning experiences of the students
and the available instructional materials read as texts, classroom
discussion, demonstrations and activities.
The cognitive tasks assigned to a certain question
item is based on the assumption of what is to be required from
an average student to solve the problem, ignoring those students
who try to answer every question, even the 'writing and balancing
of equation from memorization of learned knowledge alone.
To make sure that the coded tasks represent the
real practice of students in solving the problem, 'think aloud'
method could be used. A random sample of Form Five students
could be asked to speak out what they would do in order to work
out the solutions of the given questions. In fact, this has
been done in the preliminary study of a number of questions
during the training of coders in the use of the cognitive verb
list. This could help the coders get familiar with the use of





1. The designed coding system based on Dilts' work was found to
be a reliable instrument for cognitive tasks analysis of the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination Chemistry
conventional questions.
2. Reliability of the coding system was established by means
of the Scott Coefficient finding since the classification
of question items is a subjective process.
3. Where multiple-choice items at the Certificate level (Paper 2)
are available, the same coding system can be employed to
find out if there is any significant difference in the
cognitive tasks requirement between the conventional and
the multiple-choice questions. The results obtained can then
be analyzed together with the candidates' attainment. This
can help the examiners to choose the right kinds of questions
and to get a balanced distribution of cognitive tasks between
the two different types of question papers.
4. Because public examination may exert a profound influence on
school learning and internal assessment, it is recommended
that an analysis of teacher-made Chemistry test items to be
done. This enables one to have an understanding of the
enquiry level required from school Chemistry teachers; and
to have a knowledge of how strong an influence public
examination have on teacher-constructed tests. At the same
time, a correlational study of the level of enquiry set in
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the teachers' constructed tests with the length of education
and years of professional training received by the subject
teachers can be done. This can reflect, to a certain extent,
what sort of teacher-training program is required in future
if we want our secondary students to develop higher cognitive
level of thinking.
5. In addition, verbal interaction between school teachers and
students can be studied by means of the coding system. Through
which one gets a clear picture of what sort of activities
goes on within the classroom and laboratory.
6. The present study indicates no definite pattern ofchanges
of objectives in Chemistry education through recent years
with regards to cognitive tasks requirement in the Hong Kong
Certificate of Education Examination. Exceptions may be
allowed for levels 1 and 4 which show a more steayr increase
and levels 5, 8 and 9 a regular decrease.' The rest fluctuates
from year to year.
7. Certain possible reasons may account for the irregular pattern.
(a) There is a change of setters and examiners every year,
and hence different philosophies of education and tasks
requirement.
(b) The examination personnel have no fixed guideline with
respect to cognitive skills requirement and therefore
have not set down any definite proportion of required
cognitive tasks for each year's examination. Instead,
they emphasis more on the content aspect than the cognitive
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process.
8. Studies of the past five years HKCEE Chemistry conventional
questions showed that most of the required tasks were of low
cognitive levels. Emphasis should be laid on high level
cognitive tasks in future examinations if students are expected
to develop critical thinking, the power to apply, analyze
and evaluate. It is delightful that the Curriculum Development
Committee of the Education Department has been set up in 1975,
with objectives explicitly stated in the syllabus for future
examination and instruction. With the joint. effort of the
Curriculum Development Committee, the Hong Kong Examinations
Authority and the schools concerned, the HKCEE Chemistry
questions will be expected to shift, though snot abruptly,
to the measurement of high level skills and cognitive tasks
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(1) Hong Kong Certificate of Education E1camination Chemistry
Question Papers Paper 1 (Conventional) 1974-78
(2) A Sample of Marking Schemes for the HKCEEChemistry Questions
Paper 1 (1976)
一 九 七 四 年 香 港 中 學 會 考
HONG KONG CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION EXAMINATION 1974
CHEMISTRY (SYLLABUS B)化 學 （ 課 程 乙 ）
PAPERI試 卷 一
一小時十五分鐘完卷 Onehour and fifteen minutes
8.30 a:m: 9.45 a.m.上午八時三十分至上午九時四十五分
本試卷必須用英文作答 This paper must be answered in English
AnswerTHREEquestionsonly
Chemicalequationsandstructuralformulaeshouldbe givenwhereappropriate.
Atomicweights(Relativeatomicmasses):H= 1.0, N= 14.0, Cl=35.5, Cu=63.5
Molarvolumeof a gasat s.t.p.=22.40dm3(litres)
I faraday=.96,500coulombs.
Mathematicalt bleswill be provided



















(i) At whattemperaturedo sodiumchloride andpotassiumchloride havethe same
solubility?
(ii) Whatmassof crystalswill be depositedif 300g of potassiumchloratesolution,saturated
at 52°C,is allowedto coolto 23°C?
(iii) A mixtureof 40 g of sodiumchloridewith40 g of potassiumchlorideis addedto 100g
of waterandheatedto 50°C.Howmuchsolidremainsundissolved?
(9 marks)






2(c) ThereactionbetweenA andB to formC at roomtemperatureandI atmospherepressurecan
be representedby thefollowingequation:-
A(g)+ B(g) , C(g)




(iii) Increasein concentrationof B.
(6 marks)
2. (a) (i) Givethe namesandstructural formulaeof twoisomerswhichbelongto the same
homologousseriesandwhich,havethemolecularformulaC3H8O.
(ii) Howdo theyreact with phosphoruspentachloride?(Write equationsandnamethe
products.).
(10 marks)
(b) Oneendof a bent-glasstubePQ is immersedin concentratedammoniasolutionandtheother
endin concentratedhydrochlorica idas showni thediagrambelow:
ConcentratedConcentrated hydrochloricCardboardammonia acidcoverssolution
Aftera shorttime,-awhitenngis tormeain metuneoetweenP andQ
i Whatas will be evolvedfromtheconcentratedammoniasolution?
(ii) Whatgaswill. be evolvedfromtheconcentratedhydrochlorica id?
iii) Whatis thenameof thesubstanceformingthewhitering?
(iv) Writetheequationfor thereactionin whichthewhitering is formedindicatingthe
physicalstateof eachof thereactantsandproducts.
(v) Indicateon a diagramthe approximateplacewhereyouexpecthe whitering to be
formed.
(vi) Explainwhytheringis formedat thatpartof thetube.
(vii) Wheredo youexpecttheringwouldformif, in a similarexperiment,theconcentrated
ammoniasolutionweremaintainedat a highertemperature. thanthe concentrated
hydrochlorica id?Givea reasonfor youranswer.




33. (a) 19.85g of an elementM combineswith25.61g of oxygento forman oxide.Givenonlythat














A gasG is evolvedwhenconcentratedhydrochloricacid is addedto solid potassium
permanganate.G thenpassesovera coil of redhotironwireplacedin thecombustiontube.ExcessG is passedintodilutesodiumhydroxidesolution.
(i) Whatis G?
(ii) Whyis potassiumpermanganateus d?
(iii) WhathappenswhenG passesoverthecoil of redhotironwire?Givean equationfor the
reaction.
(iv) Whyis it desirableto passG intodilutesodiumhydroxidesolution?
(v) Whatis formedwhenG reactswithdilutesodiumhydroxidesolution?Givean equation
(vi) Whyis an invertedfunnelused?
(12 marks)
(c) Wheniron(II) sulphateis stronglyheateda mixtureof sulphurdioxideandsulphurt ioxideis
givenoff accordingto thefollowingeauation:-
(1) Thegaseousmixtureis passedinto water.Nameandgive the formulaeof the ionsproduced.
(ii) Bariumchloridesolutionis addedto thesolutionin (i). A whiteprecipitateappears.
Namethe compoundspresentin the precipitate. Writeionic equationsfor theirformation.
(iii) Whathappenswhendilutehydrochlorica idis addedto theprecipitateandtheresulting
mixturegentlywarmed?




44. (a) Explainthe followine:-
(i) Sodiumbicarbonatesolutionturnsredlitmuspaperblue.










(i) Whatchangeswill he observein thePyrextubeduringandafterheating?
(ii) Whatwill be theobservablechangesin thetubecontaininglimewater?
(iii) Is it correctfor thepupilto concludethatoxygenis presentin litharge?Giveyour
reasoning.
(iv) Givethreepossiblereasonsfor thepupil'schoiceof drynitrogeninsteadof air in
designinghisexperiment.
(v) Whatadditionalinformationwill thepupilneedto workouttheformulaof litharge?
(12 marks)
(c) In thepresenceof a catalyst,sulphurdioxidereactswithoxygenaccordingto thefollowingequation:-
(i) Giventhatall measurementsaremadeat thesametemperatureandpressure,
(l) whatvolumeof oxygenis neededfor the completeoxidationof 200cmof
sulphurdioxide?
(2) whatvolumeof sulphurt ioxidewill be produced?
(ii) Howmanymolesof puresulphuricacidcanbe madefrom200cm3of sulphurdioxide
measuredat s.t.p. by theabovemethod?
(5 marks)







Solution:0.1M sulphuricacidSolution:0.1 M copper(II)sulphate
Thediagramshowsa circuitfor theelectrolysisof 0.1M copper(II)sulphatesolutionand0.1M
sulphurica idin series.A steadycurrentis passingthrought ecircuit.
(i) Writeionicequationsfor thereactionstakingplaceat electrodesK, L, M andN.
(ii) Whatwouldbe observedin cell Bif theelectrodesM andN weremovedclosertogether?
(iii) Listthreefactorswhichcouldincreasetherateof electrolysisin cellA.
(iv) Howlongwoulda currentof 1 ampereneedto passin cell A before0.0635g of copper
weredesited?






An esterof theformula.CH3COOC2H5canbe obtainedfromaldehydeX in twostagesI and
II. In stageI aldehydeX is convertedto fattyacidY, andin stageII fattyacidY is converted
to theester.
(i) NameX andY.
(ii) Whatchemical(s)wouldyouuseto readwithX in StageI? Givean equationfor the
reaction.Namethetypeof reactionoccurringin StageI.
(iii) Whatchemical(s)wouldyouuseto reactwithY in StageII to obtaintheester?Givean
equationfor thereaction.Namethetypeof reactionoccurringin StageII.
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Onehour and fifteen minutes
一小時十五分鐘完卷
8.30 a.m.-9.45 a.m.




Molarvolumeof a gasat s.t.p.= 22.40dm3(litres)
Mathematicalt bleswill be provided
1. (a) A hydrocarbonM contains85.7%carbon.Itsvapourdensityis 28.
(i) Calculatetheempiricalformulandmolecularformulaof M.
(ii) Writethreepossiblestructuralformulaefor M andgivea namefor eachof them.
(13 marks)
(b) Describewhatyouwouldseein thefollowingexperiments.Accountfor yourobservations
andwherepossiblerepresentthereactionsby equations.
(i) Chlorine water is addedto dilute potassiumiodide solution. Carbon
tetrachloride(tetrachloromethane)isthenaddedandthemixtureis shakenand
allowedto stand.
(ii) Sodiumhydroxidesolutionis addedto iron(II)sulphatesolution.Themixtureisthenexposedto air.
(12 marks)
2. (a) A student
(i) dissolvesa smallpieceof copperin excessconcentratednitric acid:then
(ii)i Pvannratesthesolutionformedin (i) to drynessby gentlewarmingand
(iii) heatstheresidueformedin (ii) strongly.




(b) Giveexplamationsfor the followingexperimentalobservations:
WhencarbonelectrodesL andR are put into moltenlead(II) bromide,as showni the
figure belowelectric lights up andbrowmfumseare observedaroundelelctrodeL







(c) 10 cm3of a hydrogenperoxidesolutionare decomposedcatalytically to give450cm3of





I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Period 1st H
2nd LI Be B C N O F Ne
He
3rd Na Mg A1 Si P S C1 Ar
4th K Ca
Withreferenceto thepartof thePerioficTablegivenaboveanswerthefollowingquestions:-
(i) Whichgroupof elementsconsistsof mono-atomicolecules?Whydo theyexist as mono-atomicmolecules?
(ii) Whydo magnesiumandcalciumwhichbelongto the samegrouphavesimilar
chemicalproperties?
(iii) Whydo compoundsformedby the combinationof groupH andgroupVII
elementshavehighermeltingpointsthancompoundsformedby the combination
of groupIV andgroupVII elements?
(iv) Amongtheelementsin thesecondperiodwhichis thestrongestreducingagentand
whichis thestrongestoxidisingagent?
(v) In the third period,siliconandsulphurformcompoundsSiH4andSH2respect-
ively withhydrogen.Acorrespondingcompoundformedbetweenphosphorusand
hydrogenis PHx.Whatis the valueof x ?




Ib CompoundX containsoneof the cationsandoneof the anionslisted below:.
Cations
Anions
Threetestsareperformedon X , andtheresultsaretabulatedbelow:-
ResullTest
No reaction1. Heatsolid X.
X dissolvesto forma2. Addwaterto solid X.
colourlessolution.
No precipitateis formed3. Adddilute hydrochloric
andno gasis evolved.acidto a solutionof X.
(1) Deducefromtest 1 onlywhichof the abovelisted anionsshouldnot be present
in X. Explainyouranswer.(Equationsnotrequired)
(ii) Deducefromtest 2 onlywhichof theabovelisted cationsshouldnotbe present
in X. Explainyouranswer.
(111J Deducefromtest 3 onlywhichof theabovelistedanionsandcations houldnotbe
vresentin X. Explainyouranswerandgiveionicequations.





(a) When sodium sulphite is warmed with an excess of dilute
cnt„tnn on evaporation gives a white crystalline solid Y.
(i) Name X and Y.
(ii) Writean equationfor the reactionincolved
(iii) Drawa diagramto showtheelectronicstructureof Y.
(5 marks)
(b)25cm3of a calciumchloride solution are addedtodried. Theexcesssodiumcarbonate
solution.Theprecipitateformedis filtered, washedanddacid.Theexcess odiumcarbonatc
in the filtrate requires 26.5,cm3 of O.1Mhydrochric for completereaction (i.e
until no morecarbondioxideis formed).
(i) Write equationsfor the reacuum.









Oxygenis bubbledthroughconcentratedammoniasolutioncontainedin flaskwitha red,
hotplatinumwirchungoverthesolutionas showni theabovediagram.
(i) Giveequationsfor the reactionswhichoccurin the flask andnamethe products
formed.
(ii) Whathappensto the temperatureof theplatinumwiretnroughoutthereaction?
Explainyouranswerbriefly.
(iii) Whatis the functionof the platinumwire
(8 marks)
(iJ Usingthe abovereactionas an examplebriefly explainthe meaningof dynamic
equilibrium.
iii Whatis the meaningof
(iii) Whatis theeffectof a rise in temperatureon theyieldof ammonia?
(iv) Whatis the effect of an iron 'talyst on the equilibriumpositionof the above
reaction?Explainyouranswcr.
(8 marks
(b) Twocolourlessorganicliquids P andQ havemolecularformulae,C3 H8 0 andC3 H6 02
respectively.
(iJ P on prolongedheatingwith acidified potassiumdichromatesolutiongivesa
compoundindenticalwith Q.
(ii) Q givesoff hydrogenwhena pieceof magnesiumis addedto it.
(iii) A mixtureof P andQ on heatingwithconcentratedsulphuricacidgivesa sweet-
smellingliquidR withthemolecularformulaC6 H1202.
(iv) WhenP is heatedwithan excessof concentratedsulphuricacida colourlessgasS,
withthemolecularformulaC3H6,is givenoff.
(v) BothP andQ give mistyfumeswith phosphoruspentachloride
Givethenms andstructuralformulaeof P, Q, R andS.
Writeequationsfor thereactionsin (i) to (v)
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11. (a) Thediagramshowsthe apparatusto be usedin an experimentto determinethe formula










100cm3of gasX werepassedslowlyoverredhotcopper(II)oxidein tubeB. Thefollow
ingresultswereobtained.(All gasvolumesweremeasuredat roomtemperatureandpressure)
Weightof tubeB beforetheexperiment= 20.10g
Weightof tubeB after the experiment= 20.00g
A colourlessliquidwascollectedin tubeC.
50cm3of nitrogenwerecollectedin syringeD.
(i) Describea simplechemicaltest whichwouldshowthat thecolourlessliquid
collectedin tubeC containedwater.
(ii) Whatarethetwoelementsin gasX ?
(iii) WhydidtubeBloseweight?
(iv) Caleularethegainin weightof tubeC.
(v) Whatis massof nitrogencollectedin syringeD ?
(Molarvolumeat roomtemperatureandpressurecanbe takenas 24 dm3)
(vi) Whatis themassof the1OOcm3of gasX in syringeA?
(vii) Whatis themassof onemoleof gasX ?
(viii) Findtheempiricalformulaof gasX.
(xi) Deducethemolecularformulaof gasX.
(x) Givetheequationfor thereactionwhichoccurredin tubeB.
(20 marks)
C.E.CHEMISTRYI (E)---I
2(b) (i) Nametheionresponsoblefor thecolourof
(1) iron(H)sulphatesolution,
(2) potassiumpermanganatesolution.
(ii) Iron(II)sulphatesolutionis addedto an acidifiedpotassiumpermanganatesolu-
tion until a paleyellowsolutionis formed.Explainthis observationandgive
ionicequations.
(5 marks)
(a) Givethenamesandstructuralformulaeof thestructuralisomersof C4H9OH.
(6 marks)
(b) CompoundsY andZ are alkanolsof molecularformulaCH3(CH2)xOH,wherex is the
numberof(-CH2-)groupsin the molecule.Y cannotbe dehydratedby concentrated
sulphuricacidto an alkenebutZ canbe dehydratedby concentratedsulphuricacidto
propene.
(i) Whatis the valneof x in Y ?
(ii) NameY.
(iii) Writean equationto showthe reactionbetweenY andsodium.
Namethe products.
(iv) Whatis the valueof x in Z ?
(v) NameZ.
(vi) Writean equationto showthedehydrationof Z by concentratedsulphuricacid
to propene.




(c) (i) Statetheconditionsunderwhichthefollowingreactionwill proceedreadily:
C2H5OH+CH3COOHCH3COOC2H5+H2O







(iii) Whatypeof organic ompoundis themainproductin(ii)?





33. (a) An electricalcircuit is sct up as shownbelow.ThefourelectrodesP, Q, R andS aremade
of carbon.
bulb








(i) No currentflowswhilethepotassiumiodideis in thesolidstate,butthebulb
lightsup whenwateris added.Explainwhythis happens.
(ii) Whatis seenaroundelectrodeR after thecurrentflowsfor a while?
Givetheionicequation.
(iii) Whatgasesarecollectedin thetubesabovelectrodesP andQ respectively?
Whatis thevolumeratio of thesetwogases?
Giveionicequationsfor thereactions.occurringat electrodesP andQ
(iv) Whatis thecolourchangeof thelitmusduringtheelectrolysisof thesodium
chloridesolution? Explainwhythis happens.
(v) A currentof 0.1 ampereis passedfor 20 minutes.
(1) Howmanycoulombsof electricityhavepassed?
(2) Howmanymolesof the gashavebeencollectedin the tubeabove
electrodeP ?
(1 faraday= 96500coulombs)
(3) Whatvolumeof thegashasbeencollectedin thetubeabovelectrodeQ at
roomtemperaiuee? (Mojarvolumeat roomtemperaturecanbe takenas
24 dm3)







2M hydrochlorica idis addedto iron(II) sulphideandthegasevolvedis passedinto a
test-tubeof distilledwateras shownabove.
(i) Write an equationfor the reactionbetweenhydrochloricacid andiron(II)
sulphide.
















0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
volumeof silvernitratesolution(cm3)
(i) Givetheionicequationfor theprecipitationreaction.
(ii) Whatvolumeof 0.1Msilver nitratcsolutionis requiredto precipitateall the
chlorideions?
(iii) Howmanymolesof chlorideionsare there in 5cm3of the 0.05Mmetallic
chloridesolution?
(iv) Howmanymolesof chlorideionsaretherein onemoleof themetallicchloride
solution?
(v) Whatis thenumberof chargeson themetallicion?
(9 marks)
(b) If Z is theatomicnumberof argon,theatomicnumberof elecmentX is(Z-1),andthat




(1) whenX andY combinewitheachother.
(2) whenX existsin theformof a molecule.
(6 marks)




























A browngasF is givenoff in theformationof B tromA.
(i) Givethe chemicalnamesfor A.B.C.DandE.
(ii) Givethenameof a gaswhichcanbe usedto convertE to A.
Givethechemicalequation.
(iii) Giveonemethodwhichcanbe usedto obtainE fromD.
Givetheequation.
(iv) Whatcanbe seenwhena pieceof zincmetalis putintosolutionB ?
Givean ionicequation.
(v) If gasF dissolvesin water,whatis theeffectof thesolutionon litmuspaper?
(vi) Whatcanbe seenwhenammoniasolutionis addedto D ?
(vii) Givethechemicaleauationsfor thefollowingchanges:
(1) C to E.
(2) B to D.
(15marks)
(b) Sodiumhydroxidesolutionis addedin excessto 2.0 g of a mixtureof ammoniumsulph-
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COOH HCOOH HCOOH H
whereR is an alkylgroup.
(i) Drawthestructuralformulaof therepeatingunit in thepolymer.
(iil Drawthestructuralformulaof themonomerfromwhichthepolymeris made.
(iiil Writean equationto showhowthemonomerscombineto formthepolymer.












(c) 2X(g) + Y(g)=2Z(g) H=-XKJ
Theabovesystemis at equilibriumat temperatureT andpressureP.
(i) If thepressureis keptconstantat P andthetemperatureincreased,whatwill happento
(1) therateof theforwardandbackwardreactions,
(2) theequilibriumpositionof thesystem,
(3) the amountof Z ?
(ii) If thetemperatureis keptconstantat T andthepressureincreased,whatwill happento
(1) therateof theforwardandbackwardreactions,
(2) theequilibriumpositionof thesystem,
(3) the amountof Z ?
8Marks
22.(a) X, Y andZ arecolourlesscrystallinesolids.Thefollowingtablesummarizesthechangesobserved
whenthe solidsare heated,andwheneachof their aqueoussolutionsis treatedwithsome
commonreagents:-
X Y z
Heatingthesolids sublimes a browngasevolvedno observablechange
a yellowresidue
remains
no observablechangeH2S blackprecipitate whiteprecipitate
NaOHsolution whiteprecipitate, whiteprecipitate,a colourlessgas
solublein excessevolved,whichturnssolublein excess
NaOHsolutionNaOHsolutionlitmusblue




(i) NameX, Y andZ.
(ii) By meansof equationsONLY,explaintheobservationsfor
(1) heatingsolidY,
(2) thereactionof H2 S andsolutionof Y,
(3) thereactionof NaOHsolutionandsolutionof X,
(4) thereactionof NaOHsolutionandsolutionof Z,
(5) thereactionof AgNO3solutionacidifiedwithHNO3andsolutionof X,
(6) thereactionof BaCl2solutionacidifiedwithHClandsolutionof Z.
(iii) Whatwouldbe observedwhenammoniasolutionis addedto
(1) solutionof X,
(2) solutionof Y,
(3) solutionof Z ?
(EquationsareNOTrequired.)
(14 marks)
(b) 2.0 g of an anhydrousnormalcarbonate(formulaXCO3)is addedto 50.0cm3of 1M hydrochloric











An unglazedporouspotwith1M copper(II)sulphatesolutionanda copperplate is immersed
intoa beakercontaining1M zincsulphatesolutionanda zincrod.A circuitis completedbetween
thecopperplateandthezincrod,anda currentcanbe registeredby an ammeter.
(i) Writeionicequationsto showthereactionsat thecopperplateandthezincrod.
(ii) Wouldan electronflowoccurfromthecopperplateto thezincrodin theexternalcircuit?
Explainyouranswer.
(iii) In whatdirectionwouldthesulphateionspassthroughtheporouspot? Explainyour
answer.
(iv) If thechangein massof thezincrodat theendof theexperimentis 1.00g, whatwould
be thechangein massof thecopperplate?
(v) Magnesiumis a strongerreducingagenthaneitherzincor copper.
Explaintheabovestatementi , termsof electrontransfer.
Whatwouldhappen.whenthecopperplateand1 M copper(II)sulphatesolutionarereplaced
by a magnesiumplateand1 M magnesiumsulphatesolution?
(13marks)
(b) When3.0 g of an organiccompoundhavingan empiricalformulaCXHYOZis completelyburnt
in oxygen,6.6 g of carbondioxideand3.6 g of steamareformed.Calculatethevaluesof
x,vandz in theempiricalformulaof thiscompound.
(8 marks)
(c) 2-chlorobut-2-eneis addedto urommesolutionat roomtemperature.
(i) Whatwouldbe observed?
(ii) Usingstructuralformulae,writean equationfor thechemicalreactionobservedandname
theroductusingtheIUPACsystem.of nomenclature.










Duringtheelectrolysisof limewater,carbondioxidegasis bubbledcontinuouslyinto the






(i) Whatwouldbe observedwhencarbondioxideis bubbledcontinuouslyinto the lime
water?
(ii) Withreferenceto theabovegraph,explainwiththeaidof ionicequationswhy
(1) thecurrentat P is maximum,
(2) thecurrentdecreasesfromP to Q,
(3) thecurrentat Q is minimum,
(4) thecurrentincreasesfromQ to R,
(5) thecurrentshowsno significantchangefromR to S.
(13 marks)
(b) (i) Nametwocompounds,onecontaininghydrogen,oxygenandsodium,andthe othercon-
taininghydrogen,oxygenandsulphur.
(ii) Drawan electronicdiagramof thesodiumcompoundmentionedin (i).
(iii) Whatare the changesin bonding, if any, whenthe two compounds
separatelydissolvedin water?
(iv) Whichof thetwocompoundsmentionedin (i) hasthehighermeltingpoint?











In theaboveset-up,concentratedhydrochlorica idis addedropwiseto potassiumpermanganate.
Thegasgeneratedis passedthroughwater,thenconcentratedsulphuricacid, andthena
combustiontubecontaininga porcelainboatof ironfilings, whichis beingheated.A black
sublimateis collectedin thecollectingflask.
(i) Whatis thegasgenerated? Writean equationfor thereaction.
(ii) Whatis thepurposeof passingthegasthrough
(1) water,
(2) concentratedsulphuricacid?
(iii) Writean eqijationto representthereactioni thecombustionube
(iv) Nametheblacksublimatein thecnllectinaflack
(v) Whatis thepurposeof usingsodatimein thebulb
(vi) Supposeth ironfilingsaresubstitutedin turnby
(1) copperpowder,
(2) carbonpowder.




6(b) ElementsA,BandC are in the sameperiodinthe periodictable. A compoundX is formedby
A andC, anda compoundY is formedby B andC. In theelectrolysisof X andof Y, theamount
of C producedfromI moleof X is half of that producedfromI moleof Y.
(i) If the formulaof X is representedby AC,whatis the formulaof Y ?
(ii) If the ion of C hasoneunit negativecharge,to whichgroupsof theperiodictable do
elementsA, B andC belongrespectively?
(iii) FromwhichelectrodewouldC be liberatedduringtheelectrolysisof X ?
(iv) Explain briefly whylittle tendencyfor A to forman ionic compoundwith B.
(v) Usingoutermostshellsonly, drawan electronicdiagramto,showhowatomsof C would
join togetherto formmolecules,andnamethe typeof bondinginvolved.
(12 marks)
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Concentratedsulphuricacidis slowlyaddedto solidsodiumchloride.ThecolourlessgasX formedis separately
dissolvedin waterandin methylbenzene(toluene)usingan invertedfunnelas shownabove.
Somepropertiesof theresultingsolutionsarelistedas follows:
Solutionof gasX in water Solutionof gasX in methylbenzene
conductselectricity doesNOTconductelectricity
doesNOTturnbluelitmuspaperedturnsbluelitmuspapered
(i) Statethe nameof gasX.
(ii) Writean equation.for thereactionbetweenconcentratedsulphuricacidandsodiumchloride
(iii) Whatis thepurposeof usingtheinvertedfunnel?
(iv)Whydoesa solutionof gasX in waterconductelectricitywhilsta solutionof gasX in methylbonzcno
doesnot?
(v) Explainwhythe aqueoussolutionof gasX is acidic, butthe methylbenzenesolutionis not.
(vi) Whatwouldbe observedwhendryammoniag sis passedinto thesolutionof gasX in methyl-
benzene? Explainyouranswer.
(10 marks
21. (b) Hydrogencanbe manufacturedby an industrial processwhichinvolvesthe followingsystemin
equilibriumat temperatureT.
(i) Whatis the effect of increasingthe temperature*on theyield of hydrogen?
(ii) Explainwhetherincreasingthepressurewill givea betteryieldof hydrogenat temperatureT.
(iii) In this process,excessteamis used.Explainhowtheexcessteamwill affecttheyieldof
hydrogen.
(iv) Iron is usedas a catalystin this process.Whatis thepurposeof usinga catalyst?
Explainwhateffectthecatalystwill haveon theequilibriumposition.
(8 marks)
(c) (i) Calculatethenumberof atomsin 1 g of 12 C isotope.(Massof oneatomof 12C=2 X 10-23 g)
Hencecalculatea valuefor Avogadro'sNumber.
(ii) A 150cm3flask is filled withpureoxygenat roomtemperatureandpressure.Howmany
oxygenmoleculesare there in the flask? (Assumethe molarvolumeof a gasat this
temperatureandpressure=24 dm3)
(iii) Thesameflaskis thencompletelyfilled withwaterat roomtemperature.Calculatethenumber









Theaboveapparatuswasset up by a studentfor thepreparationof an organicgasX. Butan-l-olin tubeA washeatedin an oil bath.ThealcoholvapourwaspassedthroughtubesB andC containinghotconcentrated
sulnhuricacidandwaterespectively.A colourlessgasX wasfinallycollectedin theglass yringeD.
(i) State the nameof gasX.
(ii) Usingstructuralformulae,givethechemicalequationfor theconversionof butan-l-olto gasX.
(iii) Whydidthestudentpreferto usean oil bathto heatthebutan-l-ol?
(iv) Whatwasthepurposeof usinghotconcentratedsulphuricacidin tubeB ?
(v) Whatwasthe purposeof usingwaterin tubeC ?
(vi) Whatwouldbe observedwhengas) waspassedinto a solutionof brominein tetraciuorometnane
(carbontetrachloride)?
Writean equationfor thereaction.
(vii) StartingwiththegasX collectedin syringeD, describebriefly,withthehelpof a diagram,howthis
couldbe dried andthen collected.
(12 marks)






II wasaddedto a solution formed.
of B.
(i) (1) Suggestan inorganicgaswhichcouldbe A.
(2) Suggestan organicgaswhichwill givethesameobservationfor TestI.
Writean equationfor theactionof acidifiedpotassiumpermanganatesolutionon the
organicgas.
(ii) (1) Suggesttwoanionsin aqueoussolution,otherthanthesulphateion, whichwouldgivea
whiteprecipitatewithbariumnitratesolution.
(2) Whatfurthertest is requiredon thewhiteprecipitatein TestII to findoutwhetherB
containsthesulphateion?
(7 marks)
(c) (i) Foreachof the followingpairsof oxides:
nitrogenmonoxideandnitrogendioxide,
sulphurdioxideandsulphurtrioxide,
givethe conditionsunderwhichthe loweroxidemaybe convertedto the higheroxide.
(ii)State the oxidationnunbersof su1phulin the twosulphuloxidesin (i).
(6 marks)
P.T.O.







Thediagramaboveillustratestheapparatususedfor theelectrolysisof twosolutions.ElectrodeA is madeof
metalX. Theformulaof the sulphateof metalX is XSO4.ElectrodesB, C andD areall madeof platinum
P andQ arethepolesof thebattery.
On completionf thecircuit, metalX beginsto depositon electrodeB, andgasbubblesbeginto appearabove
electrodesC andD.
(i) Whichoneof the polesP andQ is the positivepole?
(ii) Writean ionicequationfor thereactionoccurringat electrodeA. Whatis this typeof reaction
called?
(iii) whatwouldbe thegasescollectedin thetubesabove(1) electrodeC, (2) electrodeD ?
(iv) After the passageof 2 amperesfor 3 minutes13 seconds,0.127g of metalX is deposited
on electrodeB. Calculatethe relative atomicmassof metalX. (1 faraday= 96500coulombs)

















(i) Consideringthe numberof bondpairs and/orlonepairs of electrons,to whichgroupof
elementsin periodictable do elementsY andZ belongrespectively?
(ii) AssumingthatX, Y andZ arein thesameperiodof theperiodictable,arrangethenyariaesui
the orderin whichthe anglebetweenthe centralatomandtwoadjacenthydrogenatoms
decreases.Explainyouranswer.
(iii) Fxnlainwhythesehydrideshaverelativelylowboilingpoints.
(iv) Usingtheoutermostshellonly,drawan electronicstructureof a compoundwhichis formedby
combiningclementsY andZ
(v) Writean equationto showthe reactionbetweenthe hydrideof X andH+ (hydrogenion).
Usingthesymbolsgivenabove,drawa 3-dimensionalstructureof theproduct.
(vi) Drawa cuagrarnto showthe 3-dimensionalrrangementof the atomsin the hvdrideof
phosphorus.


















(i) SuggestwhatA, B, C andD might.be.
(ii) Whatotherobservationswouldbe seenwhenA is convertedto D ?
(iii) Whatotherobservationwould,be seenwhenB is heatedstronglyto obtainC ?
Writea chemicalequationfor this process.
(iv) ExplainwhytheprecipitateE dissolvesin excessof sodiumhydroxidesolution.
(v) Whatwouldbe observedwhendilute ammoniasolutionis addedropwiseto a solutionof B,
»ntil in excess?
(vi) ExplainwhyC is oftenPreferredto leadcompoundsas a whitepaintbase.
(13 marks)
84. (b) Themanufactureof chlorineandof oxygeninvolvetwoimportantindustrialprocesses.
(i) Givethe nameof onenaturalrawmaterialusedin the productionof
(1) chlorine,
(2) oxygen.
(ii) Whataretheindustrialprocessesby which(1) chlorineand(2) oxygenmaybe obtainedfrom
therawmaterialsyousuggest?
(ill) Outlinetheprincipleof ONEof thetwoprocessesgivenby youin (ii).
(6 marks)
(c) . Fluorine,chlorine,bromineandiodinearemembersof thehalogenfamily.
(i) Arrangethehalogenmembersin descendingorderof their boilingpoints.
(ii) Withreferenceto their electronicconfigurations,explainwhythehalogenshavesimilar
chemicalproperties.
(iii) Usingaqueoussolutionsof chlorineandof bromine,andanyothernecessarychemicals,devise





95, (a) A is an alcohol of formulaCH3(CH2)xOH.
When6.0 g of A is treatedwithexcessodium,a gasis liberatedwhichoccupiesa volumeof 1.12dm3
measuredat s.t.p.
(Molar volumeof a gasat s.t.p.=22.40dm3)
(i) Writean equationfor the reactionbetweenA andsoaium.
(ii) Calculatethe formulaweight0f A
(iii) Hencedeterminethevalueof x.
A maybe readilyconvertedto an acidB by treatmentwithexcessacidifiedpotassiumdichromate
solution.WhenB is neutralizedwithsodiumhydroxidesolutionandthe resutlingsolution
is evanoratedto dryness,a solidC is obtained.
(iv) Givethe namesof B andC.
(v) Writeequationsfor the conversionof A to B andof B to C.
(vi) whatwouldbe seenwhenA is convertedto B usingacidifiedpotassiumcticnromatesulution?
(vii) If theneutralizationof B withsodiumhydroxidesolutionis carriedoutby titrauuis,what
indicatorshouldbe used? Givethe colourchangeat the endpoint.
(viii) If 6.0 g of A hadbeencompletelyconvertedto acidB, calculatethevolumeof 0.2 Msodium
hydroxidesolutonrequoredto neutralziethe amountof B formed.
(15 marks)
C.E. CHEMISTRYI (E)-9
5. (b) A studentcarriedouttwoexperimentsto investigatethepropertiesof sulphurdioxide.Thefollowing
observationsweremade.
ObservationExperiment









(i) Whatare the yellowdepositandthe whiteash?
(ii) Writean equationfor thereactionin experimentI.
(iii) Drawa labelleddiagramof theapparatusthatthestudentwouldmostlikely naveusedjr
experimentI. 0
(iv) Whatis thewhiteprecipitatein experimentII ?
(v) By meansTofchangein oxidation umber,explainwhethersulphurdioxideis oxidizedor
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Mark Reference
Marks
Add anhydrous copper (II) sulphate which will change (fron
colourless) to blue. l+l
(OR: Add anhydrous cobalt chloride paper which will
change its colour to pink) l+l
(ii) Hydrogen and nitrogen 1+1
(iii) copper (II) oxide in tube B lost oxygen/reduced to copper 1
(iv) Because the loss in weight of oxygen in tube B
1
therefore the gain in weight in tube C
1
(v) Mass of nitrogen collected in syringe D
2
(vi) Mass of the 100cm3 gas X in syringe A
mass of nitrogen in syringe D + mass of hydrogen(converted to grater
in tube C) 1
1
(vii) The mass of one mole of gas X
2
HN(viii) Relative mass
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Marks
Simple ratio
Enpirical formula of gas X is NH3
1
(ix) Because (NH3) x = 17 (molecular mass of gas X),
therefore X= I 1
Therefore the molecular formula of gas X is NH3 1
(X) 2NH3 3CuO N2 3Cu 3H2O 1
(20)
(b) (i) (1) Fe2+ (Iron(II) )
(2) MnO4- (Permananate ion)
(ii) Fe2+ - e Fe3+





paleellow iron (III) ion.
MnO4 8H+ 5e Mn2+ 4H20
Purple Mn04- is reduced/gains electrons to form
colourless Mn2+
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?(a) H H H H
0R CH3CH2CH2CH2OHH C C C C OH
H H H H
Butan-l-ol / 1- Butanol / n-Butyl alcohol
1
H
H H H H
C C C C H
H H OH H
OP CH3CH2CH(OH)CH3













C C C H
H H
OR CH3C(OH)(CH3)CH3 1













(iii) 2CH3OH 2Na 2CH3ONa
4RESTRICTEDAND NOT TO BE REPRODUCED
(iv) x=2
Marks










Ethanol in excess / Ethanoic Acid in excess /
removal of product / increase in conc. of reactants /
(ii)
















CH3CH2CH2OH [0] CH3CH2CHO H2O
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Marks
(a) (i) Ions (K+ and I-)are not mobile when KI is in the solid
state.









The volume ratio is l : l
At electrode P,
At electrode Q,
(iv) The litmus turns blue
Discharge of hydrogen ions will shift the equation
to the right.
The concentration of OH- is therefore greater than
that of H
(v) (l) 0.1×20×60120 coulombs
(2)
(3)
(vi) Because sodium is more electropositive than hydrogen/




















Fes 2HCl FeCl2 H2S
OR S2- 2H+ H2S
2I- 2e I2
6
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Marks
(ii) pH is smaller than 7
because hydrogen sulphide ionises in water.producing
acidic hydrogen ion.
(iii) (1) Black precipitate of copper(II) sulphide.
Blue solution turns colourless / turns pale
1
(2) Pale yellow precipitate of sulphur
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Page 7
Marks
4(a) (i) Agcl l
(ii) 7.5cm3 l
(iii) Number of moles of chloride ions
= number of moles of silver ions l
moles l
(iv) Because the number of moles of metallic chloride
in 5cm3 of 0.05M metallic chloride solution
moles l
And (i.e. 0.00025) moles metallic chloride
contains (i.e. 0.00075) moles of chloride
ions, l
Therefore the number of moles of chloride ions in
one mole of metallic chloride solution
= 3 2
(v) The number of charges on the metallic ion is +3/3+/3 l
(9)
4(b) (i) x is chlorine Cl l







































(ii) Arrangement of the three molecules, as required in the
question is
(1) methane CH4





No lone-pair of electrons, therefore
no repulsion effects. "Angle" is




Repulsion exists between l lone-
pair and 2 bond-pairs of electrons
Size of "angle" is intermediated of
the two other molecules. l
H2O O
H H
Repulsion between 2 lone-pairs and
2 bond-pairs of electrons. Size of
"angle" is the smallest. l
(10)
Total 25
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5(a) (i) A is copper/ copper(I) oxide/red copper oxide
B is copper(II) nitrate
C is copper(II) carbonate/basic copper(II) carbonate
D is copper(II) hydroxide
E is copper(II) oxide/black copper oxide (NOT
copper(I) oxide)
(ii) Hydrogen OR carbon monoxide OR ammonia / coal gas
(iii) Heat D
(iv) Zinc dissolves and a brown solid appears
(v) The litmus paper turns red
































No. of moles of NaOH
No. of moles of excess H2SO4
Original No. of moles of H2SO4
No. of moles of H2SO4 used to react with(NH4)2SO4
=0.0125-0.00135=0.01115
No. of moles of (NH4)2SO4=0.0115


